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Enterprise networks: drivers for change
Business digitalisation brings new internal challenges to enterprises: the WAN
landscape is increasingly becoming a critical success factor in this digital era.
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Enterprises WAN priorities

Triggering factors

Given today’s challenges with traditional
WAN, enterprises have identiﬁed the
priority areas to transform their networks:
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Why is it relevant?
The digital transformation will require enterprises to deploy connectivity
virtualisation capabilities, with enhanced security solutions. Virtualisation solutions
based on Software Deﬁned Networking meet these requirements.
Security
Security policies are deﬁned and enforced
with next generation protection by
introducing high security features required
to support sensitive data.
Visibility
With SD-WAN, network management
is supported by a centralised
controller linked to a portal that
provides visibility throughout
application and infrastructure.
Scalability
SD-WAN deploys network services and provides
resources scalability in real-time. The deployment of
security, debit and routing policies is centralised and
therefore can be automated.

Automation
To handle the increasing complexity
of workloads and reduce operational
risks, network operations and
management can be automated.
Virtualisation
SD-WAN entails the provision
of a virtual network to deploy
customised services on
demand, accommodating a
cloud digital strategy.
Performance
SD-WAN enhances the performance
of cloud and legacy applications by
enabling dynamic routing path
selection. It also ensures optimised
bandwidth usage.

Software Deﬁned WAN Oﬀer
A segmentation of the oﬀer into areas of expertise ensures a structured approach and an
eﬀective implementation.

Deloitte approach for SD-WAN
Our oﬀer consists of consulting services that bring expertise
and knowledge to eﬀectively implement the SD–WAN solution

WAN Network assessment
Conduct a maturity assessment of the as-is WAN infrastructure,
detailing on the WAN connectivity and operations contracts
and SLAs;
Envision and deﬁne the WAN connectivity target state;
Create a business case around the implementation of the
SD-WAN solution.

Solution Design & Strategy deﬁnition
Specify all the requirements related to WAN connectivity and impact on
the operating model;
Support the procurement process, from RfP creation to vendor
evaluation and selection;
Implement Proof-of-Concept to validate the value of scaling SD-WAN
technology.

SD-WAN implementation
Implement the new WAN solution after a clear deﬁnition of the
priority sites, implementation strategy and its phasing;
Ensure vendor contract alignment and service quality;
Deﬁne a ﬁnal check-list of tests for the go-Live stage, ensuring a
successful roll-out of the SD-WAN technology.

Network operations & maintenance
Manage the network through continuous performance reporting;
Support the operational and technical teams through continuous
training, documents updates, reports and satisfaction evaluations;
Ensure ongoing improvement in service performance and availability,
assessing overall network performance and monitoring industry best
practices.

Our experience
Our team has extensive experience in supporting organisations, evaluating, deﬁning,
testing and implementing SD-WAN solutions.
Business Case & PoC
Created a business case to assess the viability
of implementing SD-WAN and validated the
solution with a PoC. Further on, we developed
a tender document, specifying technical and
commercial details for vendor selection.

Demonstrated up to 20-25%
reduction in TCO following
a conservative approach for
SD-WAN implementation.

Maturity Assessment
Project to assess the maturity of the WAN,
analysing all the topics related to its as-is
state and evolution, as well as the compliance
with the business drivers. Identiﬁed key
initiatives for transforming the WAN.

Performed an assessment to
the WAN and identiﬁed the key
initiatives to meet the enterprise’s
business drivers.

WAN Blueprint
Designed the global WAN network architecture
for connecting infrastructure, enabling network
integration through a transitional network stage
to achieve short term objectives with minimal
operational impacts.

Proposed a new and disruptive
hybrid WAN connectivity model,
with a signiﬁcant operational
improvement.

SD-WAN Solution Design

Designed and managed the
implementation of a Software
Deﬁned enterprise network
architecture on a global scale.

Project to design the future global enterprise
connectivity based on a hybrid WAN concept,
leveraged by a SD-WAN solution. Supported in
several technical, ﬁnancial business and
organisational domains.

Network Transformation Program
This project consisted of the implementation
of a three year transformation program to
refresh the entire enterprise network
landscape into a Software Deﬁned Network.

Deﬁned and managed a
transformation program to
implement a Software Deﬁned
ready network.
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